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Abstract—Broadband satellites enable Internet access for
remote communities and niche markets such as ships and
airplanes. However, their inherent characteristics, such as
long delays and limited resources, significantly degrade the
user quality-of-experience. In this paper, we propose a novel
HTTP Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP) that accelerates
web-browsing and improves the utilization of satellite resources. We describe TCP and HTTP optimizations, which
enable this acceleration. Our performance evaluation shows
an average reduction in Web page-load latency of up to
27%.
Index Terms—HTTP acceleration, HTTP Performance Enhancing Proxy, High latency, Satellite.

I. Introduction
The use of IP satellite networks is gaining an increasing
momentum due to their ability to deliver communication
services to difficult to reach regions or to nation-wide
areas. Figure 1 shows a general architecture for such a
satellite system including
•

•

•

Satellite gateways (SGs), which are traffic aggregators sitting at the edge of network and usually
serving more than one user, e.g. residents of a
specific remote community. A remote and ground
gateway are shown, the remote gateway acts as an
aggregation point for remote community traffic and
the ground gateway provides an aggregation point
for services hosted in the core network.
Satellite, whose main role is to forward the traffic
across attached satellite terminals, i.e. gateways.
Network Control Center (NCC) is a logical entity that controls the satellite network. NCC performs different functions including synchronizing
terminals, resource management, alarm management, security management, performance management, billing and accounting.
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In this architecture, SGs usually represent a bottleneck,
where for example web browsing at a client machine,
suffers from long page load time due to the long RTT
(~600ms for Geostationary Satellites) and the limited
bandwidth of the link [1]. In such an Internet access
system, techniques such as cache proxies [2], pre-fetching
of Hypertext Transfer protocol (HTTP) content, and persistent TCP connections are used to improve the enduser’s web browsing experience. HTTP PEPs [3], can
employ all three of these techniques to accelerate HTTP
over satellite.
In this paper, we present an HTTP PEP (HTTPEP),
which improves the user’s web browsing experience over
a high-latency link. HTTPEP has a HTTP split proxy
architecture between the ground and the remote sites.
A novel bundling mechanism is used to transfer web
content between the split nodes. Overall, HTTPEP gives
an average of 27% reduction in Web page load latency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
is dedicated to background and related work. In Section
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III, we present the system components and operating
mechanisms. Section IV shows our system performance
evaluation. Finally, conclusions and future works are
presented in section V.

II. Background and Related Work
The Hypertext Transfer protocol (HTTP) is a stateless,
transactional protocol that governs content exchange between web clients and servers. HTTP features a sequential
operation that delays the retrieval time of embedded web
resources1 . For example, when a client on the end-user’s
machine issues an HTTP GET request for a particular
web page, the web server replies with the base HTML
page containing references for other nested resources
required by the client to display the page to the end-user.
These resources are requested through additional HTTP
GET requests over possibly new TCP connections opened
by the client to the web server.
Web browsers do not typically aggregate their GETs but
request the required resources one at a time. However,
a browser may pipeline its GET requests. In this case,
multiple requests can be sent before any responses are
received. Pipelining reduces load on the network as
several GET requests can be combined into one TCP
packet. But not all web servers or HTTP proxies support
it. For this reason, most of the major browsers have
pipelining disabled by default [4].
There are several approaches specified to retrieve an
aggregated set of resources, commonly known as bundles,
from a web server. These approaches can be generally
classified as client-side and server-side solutions. MGET
[5], GETALL [6], and GETLIST [7] methods are clientside solutions that aggregate a number of requests into a
single message. Server-side solutions include [8] in which
the server decides when and how to construct bundles of
frequently accessed resources. As clients cannot control
the resources that are contained in a bundle, so clients
must decide whether to request the bundles or resources
individually. Similar philosophy has been adopted in
the Web++ [9] framework which is designed to deliver
an HTML document and its nested resources in one
transaction.
There are several Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
issues, which contribute to web page load latency over
satellite links [10]. For example there are issues related
to the connection setup and slow start. It is well known
that TCP employs a three-way handshake (SYN-SYN1 In this context, a web resource refers to for example an icon, an
image, a CSS page, or other similar content.
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ACK) to establish TCP connections and to tear them
down. The process of opening such connections over a
high latency link introduces a long delay into web page
loading time[11].
When a TCP connection is first opened, the TCP sender
enters the slow start phase. In this phase TCP builds up
its congestion window as it transmits data. TCP takes a
long time to exit this phase when it is operating over a
high latency link and during this period the link will be
underutilized [12]. Once TCP exits the slow start phase
it is able to utilize the bandwidth more efficiently.
Different mechanisms [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] are proposed to improve TCP performance in satellite systems.
One particular mechanism is the use of TCP performance
enhancing proxies (PEPs) [17]. TCP PEPs adopt different techniques to enhance TCP performance over high
latency links including ACK spacing, local ACK, local
transmission, header compression, payload compression
and priority-based multiplexing. However, breaking the
end-to-end semantics in PEPs has different implications
including security and reliability. Typically, using PEPs
conflicts with the need for network level security or
application end-to-end acknowledgment. Future work will
address such issues.
HTTPEP mitigates the effects of HTTP/TCP operation
on web page load delay over high latency links through a
bundling mechanism over a split architecture as described
in the following section.

III. System Operation
Figure 2 presents the system components of HTTPEP.
HTTPEP has a “split HTTP proxy” architecture by which
the functionality is distributed between two HTTP proxy
nodes implemented at both ends of the satellite link. The
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remote proxy (ROptProxy) appears as an HTTP proxy to
the end user web browser at the remote site. The ground
proxy (GOptProxy) acts as a typical web client to web
servers. The two proxies split the HTTP protocol at the
remote side proxy, re-issues it at the ground proxy and
reconstructs it again at the remote proxy. The two proxies
communicate the web content using our novel bundling
mechanism.

next free TCP connection in a round-robin fashion. Thus
the resources will be transmitted to the remote site in
parallel. The resources could also be multiplexed into
one TCP connection or transferred over other transport
layer protocols such as SCTP[18]. If the client is not
waiting for a particular resource then ROptProxy stores
it temporarily at the remote site and it is returned to the
client when it is required.

At startup, ROptProxy and GOptProxy establish a fixed
number TCP connections between them. This is only
done during the setup phase. These pipes are maintained
throughout the system operation and are used for all
communication between the proxies.

The HTTPEP split architecture optimizes the web page
retrieval in several different ways:

In order to serve an HTTP web page request, the system
operates as follows:
1) When a new web page is required at a client, an
initial GET request is sent by the browser for this
page (termed the base page).
2) ROptProxy intercepts this GET request and forwards the URL to GOptProxy over one of the fixed
TCP connections.
3) GOptProxy fetches the base page associated with
the URL from the web server and passes it to a
Scheduler/Compression Engine. The base HTML is
scheduled for transmission to the remote site over
the persistent connections.
4) GOptProxy parses the Base HTML and retrieves
the associated web resources that are embedded in
that page.
5) These resources are stored temporally at the ground
site. They are then compressed and scheduled for
transfer to the remote site. The associated HTTP
headers for these resources are also compressed.
Session information such as cookies are preserved
in this process.
6) When the base HTML is received at the remote
side, ROptProxy parses it to determine which resources will be on the way from the ground. Then
it passes the base HTML to the client.
7) When the client makes subsequent requests for the
associated resources of the base HTML, ROptProxy
determines if the resources are on the way from the
ground side. If so, the request from the client is
delayed until the resource arrives. Otherwise, this
request is considered to be a new base page request
and the system executes the steps outlined above.
Resources are streamed into multiple TCP persistent
connections from the ground to the remote sides. When
scheduler needs to transfer a resource it chooses the

•

•

•

•

The expensive three-way handshake over the satellite
link is eliminated as the TCP connections to the web
server are made at the ground site.
The initial GET for a particular base HTML causes
a bundle of GET requests for its nested resources
to be issued at the ground site. The associated
resources are then transferred from the ground to the
remote site. The subsequent GET requests for nested
resources within the base HTML by the client do not
cross the high latency link but are served locally.
This mechanism overcomes the sequential operation
of HTTP.
The persistent connections from the ground to the
remote sites allow TCP to build up its congestion
window and so the effects of the slow start could
be mitigated. In the presence of a TCP PEP there
would not be such an issue with the TCP slow start.
The compression assists in reducing the amount of
traffic crossing the satellite link.

These improvements are reflected in the next section.

IV. Performance Evaluation
The evaluation took place on a test bed consisting of
two PCs with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E4700 2.60 GHz,
running Fedora 10, one running ROptProxy and the other
running GOptProxy. The ground and remote nodes, are
connected using a direct 1Gbps Ethernet connection over
which the satellite link behavior is emulated using tc
commands in Linux. That is, the data rate is limited to
256Kbps and a 300ms one way delay is introduced in
each direction. Several PCs are connected to the remote
node each running a web browser.
In our performance evaluation, we consider different
performance metrics including:
•

Traffic volume crossing the link determined by gathering statistics on the interfaces connected to the
emulated satellite link on both ends using tcpdump

•

•

traces. The most relevant statistics include information about sent data (bytes and packets). The statistics are obtained using capinfos, a terminal-based
tool that is part of Wireshark. Note that tcpdump is
used for the sake of automating the testing and result
generation.
HTTP signaling load represented by the number of
GET request crossing the emulated satellite link. The
number of GET requests is a function of the number
of resources per page.
End-to-end delay performance measured as the delay
from the instance of sending the first GET request
to the time at which the entire page, including all
embedded resources, is received. The page load time
is measured using FireFox’s XPCOM [19], a cross
platform component object model which can be
controlled using JavaScript.

The testbed clients are PCs running FireFox, which is
controlled through the XPCOM. At the beginning of each
experiment the FireFox cache is cleared.
The testing process is driven by a C program that reads a
list of URLs from a file. The program drives FireFox to
navigate through this set of URLs automatically. For the
results that are shown, the URLs point to a set of pages
that contain the same text and a number of embedded
images from Caltech 101 image dataset [20]. The number
of images in the set of pages varies from 1 to 30. The
images are all JPEGs and have an average size of 10K.
These pages are served from a web-server co-located in
the ground node. In the results, each point corresponds
to the average of 10 runs; i.e., each page is browsed ten
times and the performance metrics is the average of these
ten experiments to reduce the impact of random timing
behaviour of network and server access.
Figure 3 plots the traffic crossing the satellite link in
bytes versus the number of embedded resources for
different operating modes including normal operation (i.e.
a direct connection between the browser and the webserver without an intermediate proxy), HTTPEP without
compression (HTTPEP)2 , HTTPEP with compression of
resources (HTTPEPC).
The figure shows a marginal saving in terms of number
of bytes crossing the bent pipe for the HTTPEP solution
in comparison to normal operational mode. This byte
reduction is due to several factors. First the elimination of
TCP signaling for connection establishment and release.
Second the compression of the HTTP headers. Third, the
reduction in application layer signaling in that embedded
2 The

HTTPEP results include HTTP header compression
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Figure 3.

Traffic crossing the link in bytes

resources are not explicitly requested by the remote site
but are automatically transmitted.
Typically, the number of GET requests is function of
the number of resources per page. Assuming a page
has n resources, then the number of GET requests is
(n+1), in which the “1” corresponds to the initial GET
request. HTTPEP eliminates this application layer signaling. However, the solution obtains the base HTML page
through an explicit URL request passed from ROptProxy
to GOptProxy.
Additional significant savings in bandwidth usage is
attained by compressing the resources before they are
transferred to the remote site. For the results shown here
the compression quality factor of the JPEG images is
reduced to 50 using the GraphicsMagick [21] library. Our
investigation has shown that improvements are proportional to the size of the embedded resources.
Figure 4 plots the page load delay as measured at the
client machine versus the number of embedded resources
per page. The figure shows an average page load delay
reduction is 27% using compression in comparison to an
average saving of 10% without compression.
The page load delay saving of 10% is due to two factors.
First the elimination of the latency in TCP signaling for
connection establishment. Second, by using the bundling
mechanism the resources are made available at the remote
site more quickly than with the browser alone.
Figure 5 plots the page load time for the HTTPEP
and normal operation versus the satellite link capacity.
Each point in the figure is an average over all the test
pages. The figure shows a significant improvement of
the HTTPEP solution over the browser alone as the
satellite link capacity increases. When the bandwidth
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is constrained to 256Kbps the average improvement of
HTTPEP over the browser alone is 10%, whereas, when
the bandwidth is set to 500Kbps there is an average
improvement of 27%. The average improvement levels
out at 32% when the link capacity reaches 2Mbps.

V. Conclusions and Future Work
A novel HTTP PEP (HTTPEP) is introduced in this paper.
The performance evaluation shows that several gains can
be attained by deploying HTTPEP in a satellite based
Internet access system. There is a reduction in the amount
of traffic crossing the satellite link and a significant
reduction in the page load time up to 27% on average
under the aforementioned operating scenario i.e. using a
link constrained to 256 Kbps with an RTT of 600ms. We
are looking to integrate new caching techniques into the
split architecture to further improve the web browsing
experience in satellite systems.
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